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A purely scientific approach is unsuitable.
The differentiation between Design and
Research is fuzzy, the transition is continuous.
Design Research is done in a "designerly" mode with scientific support .
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Zooming in: RTD and (critical) systems thinking The RTD model comprises three core systemic dimensions: the wider context (yellow), the design / inquiring system (red),and the driving force (blue).
In Science:
-the wider context is excluded as far as possible, -the design / inquiring system is considered as disembodied, objective, Cartesian observer, -the driving force remains implicit.
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Relating RTD to a generic scenario model CFU The "Cube of Future Uncertainty" (CFU) is a generalized framework for scenario approaches, defined by the three above mentioned systemic dimensions of RTD:
-the wider context -the design / inquiring system, and -the driving force, and thus establishes the systems-based connection between ANALYSIS and SYNTHESIS by means of PROJECTION. 11 So what? Turning deficits and threats into strengths and opportunities -Systems thinking and the positive acceptance of multi-perspectivity.
-The adoption of generative approaches as "playgrounds" for exploration.
-The explicit integration of facts and values into our systems of inquiry.
Ulrich´s Critical Systems Heuristics provides a promising approach.
CSH comprises the reflection and determination of system boundaries and driving forces as well as questions of legitimacy ...
... influences from Churchman, Rittel, Simon, Vester, ...
